
Making a Veteran 
 
You were part of the Fighting Forty Second Infantry Division. They fought in North America, defending the 
Heartland from dimensional incursions. 
 
Roll 3d6 for each Ability score. Ten is average. You may swap two of your scores. 

 Strength. Fighting, fortitude, toughness. 

 Dexterity. Stealth, athletics, reflexes. 

 Willpower. Confidence, discipline, charisma. 
 
Characters start with d6 Hit Points, a measure of their ability to avoid life-threatening damage. 
 
Your equipment is determined by the rest of your starting traits. Look at the next page. 

 Hit Points determine your primary weapon, unusual quirk, and armor. 

 Highest Ability Score determines your backup weapon and special tools. 
 

Start with 2 focus traits. Everyone gets Veteran. Roll 1d6 for the other (or pick one.) 1-4, Military. 5-6, Physical. 

 Veteran. You are familiar with the military lifestyle, regulations, equipment, and social life. 
 
Military Specialty (1-4) 
1. Alienist. +2 to resist supernatural fey influence. You are educated with the basics of what humanity knows 

about the fey, able to decipher simple glyphs, identify creatures by sight or sign, and so on. 
2. Artillery. +2 for aiming with siege engines. You are trained with artillery and have decent knowledge of 

various kinds of explosives, along with the ability of how to improvise or disarm them. 
3. Cavalry. +2 for feats and saves related to horses or riding. You are skilled in horseback riding, harness, 

drayage, evaluating horseflesh, and so on. 
4. Marksman. +2 for aiming with firearms. You automatically gauge distances, you have good sight. 
5. Medic. +2 for feats related to diagnosis and surgery. You have a decent knowledge of drugs, diseases, 

surgical techniques, and triage. 
6. Recon. +2 for stealth feats. You are trained for outdoor survival, orienteering, and guerrilla tactics. 
 
Physical (5-6) 
1. Attractive. +1 on Reaction rolls. +2 on Willpower feats to persuade or flirt. 
2. Condensed Sleeper. Only needs 4 hours of sleep in 24. 
3. Fast Healer. Regain 1 attribute point in 6 hours of rest. 
4. Quick. +1 on Initiative rolls. +2 on Dexterity saves to get out of the way of danger. 
5. Strong. +2 on Strength rolls. Carry +1/2 weight in gear without penalty. 
6. Tough. +2 on Strength saves to resist poisons, toxins, and pain. +2 Strength to resist incapacitation. 

 
Randomize Veteran Details with 1d6. (Or default to final rank of gunner, no major battles, no distinction.) 
 

Final Rank 
 
1-3: Gunner 
4-5: Corporal 
6: Sergeant 

Famous Battles Survived 
 
1-3: None. 
4-5: One. (1 medal) 
6: Two (2 medals) 

Prestige (You decide why) 
1: Absent Without Leave 
2: Dishonorable Discharge 
3-4: Honorable Discharge 
5-6: Decorated (+1 medal) 

Medals 
Tellurian Star. Fought a major battle. 
Clearsight Cross. Courage under fire. 
Athame Circle. Hurt by the fey: 
Bronze for injury, silver for 
amputation, gold for weirding. 
Fortress Wings. For leadership that 
changed the tide. 

 
There were three major battles in the Heartland that served as major turning points. 



 

 St. Louis, 1915. A flying castle called the Cragmar Fortress punched through the dimensional wall and 
destroyed the city. Eight months of bloody fighting were needed to defeat the Sky Court. 

 New Orleans, 1917. The city flooded in supernatural rain, held against aquatic monsters. The soldiers held 
long enough for the slow reinforcements to arrive and drive the monsters back. 

 Topeka, 1920. The Red Branch cult opened a dimensional sinkhole to the Soot King’s goblin armies, darkening 
the sky. Soldiers fought in twilight for a year and lost the whole 8th Battalion in a desperate suicide plan to 
close the breach from within. The Soot King bowed out of the war. 

 
Starting Hit Points determine starting weaponry and whether or not the character has an unusual quirk. 

 Primary Weapon Unusual Quirk Armor 

1 Redcapper rifle (1d10) Weird Gift (Chart below) Trench armor. (Soak 1 damage) 

2 Balegaze 2 barrel shotgun (d8) Arcanum (Chart below) Trench armor. (Soak 1 damage) 

3 Punchflitter rifle (d8) Odd Trait (Chart below) None 

4 Two Glancer pistols (d6 or d8 paired) Nothing None 

5 Hand weapon for melee (d6) Nothing None 

6 None Loss (Chart below) None 

 
Highest starting Attribute Score determines backup weapon and special tool. 

 Backup Weapon Special Tool 

3-9 Balegaze 2 barrel pistol shotgun (d8) Wrecking kit (crowbar, sledge, etc.) 

10 Glancer pistol (d6) Locksmith kit (tension bars, oils, etc.) 

11 Proud Rider pistol (d6) Healer kit (antivenom, bandages, etc.) 

12 Hand weapon for melee (d6) Poison (lose 1d20 Str) and antidote 

13 Offhand weapon for melee (d6) Glamor Mask (filters illusions etc.) 

14 Bomb (d12 within 10 feet, d6 in 20, d4 30) Fine cigars in a box, cigar cutter 

15 Fire Oil, 1d6 fire damage for 2 rounds Unpaid Henchman (Chart below) 

16 Ether. Inhaled, Strength save or pass out 1 hour Dangerous Animal (Chart below) 

17 Smoke Bomb. Light it, attacks through smoke = impaired Useful Animal (Chart below) 

18 Flashbang. Blinds those failing Dexterity save for 1 round Goofy Animal (Chart below) 

 

 

(d8) Weird Gift Odd Trait Loss 

1 Sense nearby fey energy. Slightly acidic. Disfigured (scars, mutation) 

2 Sense nearby arcana. Glowing eyes. Debt to gov’t or loan shark 

3 Immune to heat, cold. Translucent skin shows organs. Illiterate (brain damage) 

4 Telepathy, blocked by Will. Hair floats as though underwater. Fugitive 

5 Dream of nearby secrets. Arcana prosthetic. (Gain arcana) Plagued by flashbacks 

6 Never sleep. Skin, hair, blood taste of fruit. No nose/scent/taste 

7 Darkvision to 30 feet. No scars, wounds heal smooth. Hard of hearing 

8 Immune to poisons. Touch-telepath, poorly controlled. Prosthetic limb or organ 

 

(d6) Unpaid Henchman Dangerous Animal Useful Animal Goofy Animal 

1 Scholar Mastiff war dog Horse Lap dog 

2 Mercenary Tracking hound dog Shepherding dog Mutt dog 

3 Comfort companion Eagle Clever homing pigeon Hawk 

4 Investigator Tiny venomous snake Dog w/ telepathic link Pom Puff (tribble) 

5 Apprentice Trained flesh-borer grub Mule Glitter-fly (dragonfly) 

6 Porter Slith (2 legs, bitey lizard Clever talking raven Crooked cat 

All guns come with 30 bullets of the appropriate type. 
Ask the GM for your Arcanum. 



Rules Summary 
Attributes 

Each character has three ability scores. 

 Strength. Brawn, ruggedness, combat.  

 Dexterity. Stealth, athletics, reflexes. 

 Willpower. Confidence, discipline, charisma. 

Saves and Feats. Roll 1d20 to avoid danger or do 
something unusual. Roll equal to or under an 
appropriate ability score to pass. 1 automatically 
succeeds, 20 automatically fails. This uses either a 
move or combat action. 

Special Uses for Willpower  

 Reaction when meeting people is a Willpower save. 

 Morale. When a group loses half their total numbers, or an individual runs out of hit points, test Willpower (or 
the leader’s Willpower if applicable.) Upon failure, retreat or surrender. 

 
Advantage/Disadvantage. If making a save or a feat, a character may have an advantage (roll 2d20 and keep the 
lower) or disadvantage (roll 2d20 and keep the higher.) 
 
Combat 

 

 Initiative. The leader of each side can try to roll under Dexterity on 1d20, lowest successful roll wins. 
 

 Actions. Each character can move (about 30 feet) and perform an action each round. 
o Attacks in melee or at range. Roll your weapon damage. 
o Attribute actions. Attempting anything but combat, during combat. 

 Try to force a foe to make a save (by tripping, bluffing, maneuvering, etc.) 
 Make a save to accomplish something (climbing, digging something out of a pack, etc.) 

o Parry. If armed with a melee weapon, use an attack or attribute action to reduce an incoming melee 
attack by 1d4. 

 
Damage. Attacks roll damage based on weapon type. Reduce the target’s armor from the total. Reduce the new 
total from the target’s hit points. When the target is out of hit points, reduce the rest from the target’s Strength—
the target is now wounded, and must pass a Strength save (at the new total.) 

 Critical Damage. If the Strength save fails, the target cannot act until after a short rest. If untended for an 
hour, the target dies. Any character can give a minute of medical care to save the target. 

 Death. If the target reaches 0 Strength, the target is dead.  

Some attacks damage other ability scores. Reaching 0 on Dexterity paralyzes, 0 Willpower is insanity. 

 
Weapons and Damage 

Damage Description Impaired attacks do 1d4 dmg. Enhanced attacks do 1d12 dmg. 
 
This is situational. Attacks against helpless or vulnerable targets 
are enhanced. Attacks while climbing or netted are impaired. 
 
How can they be invoked intentionally? 

 Maneuver. Use a move action and an appropriate feat; 
success, attack is enhanced. Failure, impaired. 

 Cover. Ranged attacks against target in cover are impaired.  
Fire generally does 1d6 a round. Falling does 1d6 per 5 feet. 

1d4 Thrown object 
Unarmed attack 

1d6 
 
Hand weapons 

Shortbow or sling 
Pistol or Hand weapon 
Bayonet on rifle 

1d8 
Paired or large 
weapons 

Paired melee 
Rifle or Polearm 
Mastercraft weapon 

1d10 Heavy gun (no move & fire) 

 
Healing 

 Short Rest. Take a few minutes (5-10) for rest and maybe a snack, regain all hit points. 

 Heal Attributes. Regain 1 attribute point for every 8 hours of complete rest. 



Further Uses for Feats 

 
This is not an exhaustive list of how to use saves and feats. These examples are to give a sense of how flexible the 
system can be. What sorts of advantages are appropriate to reward success, and penalties for failure? If you use 
the saves and feats in a particularly useful way, make a note so you can refer back to that method in the future. 
Use the basic tools of the game to make a flexible, fun experience. 
 

 Aim. A Dexterity feat. The player must describe what the character is doing to gain an advantage. Aiming is 
risky, because failing the Dexterity feat means the attack is too late or off center and inflicts impaired damage 
instead. If the attack was already impaired then it does no damage. If appropriate, one of three advantages is 
possible, depending on the circumstances.  

o Enhance the melee or ranged attack, rolling 1d12 for damage. 
o Ignore armor, whether the armor is from a suit, natural toughness, or agile dodging. 
o Resist impairment. If the character was impaired, now the character rolls normal damage.  

 

 Battle of Wits. A Willpower feat. In a clash of personalities, an aggressor rolls a Willpower feat. If successful, 
inflict 1d4 damage on the target’s Willpower, unless the target also succeeds on a Willpower feat, in which 
case there is no damage. If a failure, then the target can respond, and inflict 1d6 damage if successful (risking 
nothing on a failure.) In general, a confrontation lasts until one side takes Willpower damage, at which point 
they withdraw. If a target runs out of Willpower from the exchange, then the target gains an unreasoning hate 
for the aggressor (or a fear of the aggressor), and will not rest easy until the aggressor is humiliated, disgraced, 
maimed, or killed. 
 

 Charge! A Dexterity or Strength feat; Dexterity usually over rough ground, Strength for a solid charge over 
level ground, open to interpretation. On a success, do enhanced damage. On a failure, impaired damage. This 
allows for a move and attack. 
 

 Dodge. A Dexterity feat. If successful, impair an incoming melee or ranged attack. If the attack is already 
impaired (or if it is a 1d4 attack) success avoids all damage. There may be no consequence for failure, or the 
consequence may be the incoming attack is enhanced. It depends on the situation, but the GM should share 
the stakes with the player before the feat is rolled. 
 

 Leadership. A Willpower feat. When fear strikes a group they may roll Willpower saves to continue steadfast; 
if they fail, then their acknowledged leader may stake their morale on a Leadership save and roll again. If 
successful, the leader revives the whole group’s morale. If not, their individual results stand. 
 

 Move Target. Usually a Dexterity feat, possibly a Strength feat, occasionally a Willpower feat. Move self and a 
target up to about 30 feet. This can also be used to force a target over the edge to fall, or to catch someone 
who is a about to fall, or to haul up a target who stumbles and bring the target along while running, or rescue 
a drowning target. Feats can be used to move another person with you. If they choose to resist, they can 
attempt a feat of their own to cancel yours out. 

 

 Swashbuckle. A Dexterity or Strength feat. Swing on a rope, land safely on a long jump, tumble into or out of 
combat, keep footing for a sword fight on treacherous ground, and so on. Successful swashbuckling allows the 
character to attack normally in a dangerous situation, or gain an advantage as from “aiming” if moving 
dramatically to exploit a weakness. Failed swashbuckling may expose the character to damage from the 
environment, or allow attacks against the character to be enhanced. It depends on the situation, but the GM 
should share the stakes with the player before the feat is rolled. 

  



Firearms and Explosives 
Guns 

 

 Proud Rider .30. 1d6 damage. Revolver, common before the war. Six round cylinder, break loader.  
o Can burst fire if the shooter passes an advantage Dexterity feat, fanning the hammer. 
 

 Glancer .45. 1d6 damage. Officer’s sidearm. A .45 caliber pistol with 7 rounds per clip. 
o Can burst fire.  
 

 Punchflitter 802 .30. 1d8 damage. This rifle was the standard issue of the Tellurian forces in the Arcanum War. 
Bolt action with a 5 round clip, reliable. Designed to be fitted with a bayonet. Reloading is a move equivalent, 
working the bolt is a free action. 
 

 Balegaze (single or double) .12 gauge. 1d8 damage. This shotgun was often sawed off, some retain the 5 foot 
barrels. Single barrel was common, over-under guns are more popular now. Break loader. 
 

 Greensleeves 18 Machine Gun. 1d10 damage. Usually assigned to a two gunner team, one to shoot and the 
other to help reload. Pan magazine: 47 or 97 rounds. Wendy magazines: 30 rounds. 
o One user trying to use the machine gun like a rifle must succeed at a Strength feat or the shooting is 

impaired. Normal usage assumes a bipod or vehicle mount. 
o Can burst fire or long burst fire. 
 

 The Redcapper. 1d10 damage. Designed to take down big game. Cannot move and shoot. 1 shot. 
 
Automatic Gun Abilities 

 

 Burst. For a 3 round burst, roll 1d6 and 1d4 and keep the higher. 

 Paired Pistols. Upgrade the primary die to 1d8. If burst firing both, 1d8 and 1d4, keep the higher. 

 Long Burst. Fire off 15 or more bullets in a rush. Gain one of the following advantages. 
o Doubled. The attack does double damage. 
o Corridor of Fire. Targets within a 15’ wide corridor are hit. 

 Special Ammunition. 
o Armor Piercing. Ignores armor. 
o Hollow Point. Target’s armor value doubles. Target automatically fails a critical inflicted by the shot. 
o Blessed/iron bullets. Fey targets lose Strength, ignoring hit points. They are impaired until they get 

the iron out. 
 
Reloading Times 

 

 Revolver. Two actions. (You can use move and combat actions.) 

 Clip or cartridge (rifle or pistol). One move or combat action. 

 Shotgun (break loaders). One move or combat action per barrel. 

 Machine gun. One move or combat action if assisted, two actions for a single character. 

 Slings and arrows. One move or combat action to reload. 
 
Explosives 

 

 Firebomb. 1d6. Does enhanced damage to a target hit directly, normal damage to those who are adjacent, and 

impaired damage to those who are moving through the flaming area. Usually lasts 2 rounds. Specific builds 



may vary in effect. Dodging can reduce damage as normal. Aiming does not affect damage or armor, but may 

help with catching more targets with placement. 

 Flashbang. Impairs anyone who fails a save, attacking them is enhanced. Effects last two rounds. 

 Grenade. 1d8+6. Loses 1 automatic damage per 2 feet from the grenade. Damage is enhanced in confined 

quarters (1d12+6), and impaired behind cover (1d4+6). If a person lays on a grenade, the explosive damage 

ignores hit points and does enhanced damage to Strength (but provides everyone else with cover and negates 

automatic damage for them.) 

 Smoke Bomb. Attacks through the smoke are impaired. Smoke is usually effective for 5 rounds. 

 

Experience 
 
A character gains 1 experience per adventure or session. 
 
An adventure is a single expedition, however that is decided. Usually an adventure is marked by the characters 
setting a goal, getting their gear together, and taking action, ending when they have a chance to heal attribute 
damage or decide how successful they were. A session is a time the players gather to play the game. 
 
A game group may have multiple adventures in a session, or an adventure that spans multiple sessions. A GM may 
award experience generously, with a minimum of one per session and sometimes more, or more sparingly with 
experience every few sessions. Both adventures and sessions have variable lengths. 
 
There is no right or wrong amount of experience to grant, and the decision is up to the GM. Different game groups 
may prefer different rates of character change. 
 
Spending Experience 
 
Different advantages have different costs. 
 

 Attribute Boost. 3 experience buys +1 attribute permanently.  

 Attribute Roll. 1 experience buys a roll on the d20 for one attribute. If the result is equal to or greater than the 
current rating, the attribute goes up by 1 permanently.  

 Focus. 5 experience adds or subtracts 1 focus, but only with appropriate background in the story. 

 Hit Points. 1 experience buys 2 hit points. Maximum hit points are [Strength x2]. 

 

  



Guns of Telluria Veteran 
 

Name:  Former Rank:  Date Made:  Player:  

Strength: / Dexterity: / Willpower: / Hit Points: / 

Gear, History, Description, and Notes: 
 
 
 
 
 
 

Focus: Veteran. You are familiar with the military lifestyle, regulations, equipment, and social life. 

Focus:  
 
 

 


